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IFMR/SC INTERFACE
INTERFACE CONTROL UNIT

1.0 SCOPE

This document shall describe the interface between the IFMR and the System Controller. The functional as well as the detailed physical requirements shall be included in this document.

2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

IEWS ICD 53959-NK-1400
IEWS ICD 53959-DB-1011

3.0 REQUIREMENTS

An interface shall be established between the IFMR and the System Controller to enable the transfer of CW detection signals. The IFMR/SC interface shall be organized as shown in Figure 1.

3.1 OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The System Controller shall be required to initiate specific techniques against CW threats. To facilitate this operation, the IFMR must generate CW alerts and associated frequency data to the S.C. whenever a CW signal is detected.
3.2 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

3.2.1 Detection

Every 10 ms the IFMR shall attempt to detect a CW signal. When a CW signal is detected, the IFMR shall produce a CW Detection flag and a two bit CW BAND code every 10 ms for the duration of the CW signal.

3.2.2 Data Transmission

CW detection data shall be transferred from the IFMR to the SC via a serial interface as shown in figure 1. Each transfer shall consist of a serial word with 3 of the 8 data bits being used. Each CW Detection flag initiates a data transfer by loading a CW DETECTION flag and a 2 bit CW BAND ø - 1 code into the serial word, as shown in figure 2.

3.2.3 SC Data Handling

The SC serial interface receives the data from the IFMR and stores it in a double buffer. This data shall be sampled at a rate determined by the SC software. If the rate is less than one sample per 10 ms, the second buffer must be sampled until the buffer is empty in order to obtain the latest CW information.
3.2.4 Software Routine

IFMR SAMPLE

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{IS} & \quad \text{Recvr Buf} \quad \text{Full?} \\
\text{N} & \quad \text{RTN with best CW data} \\
\text{Y} & \quad \text{GET CW DATA} \quad \text{+ SKIP}
\end{align*} \]

3.3 DATA STRUCTURE

The IFMR/SC interface, as shown in Figure 3, shall consist of:

1. CW Detection
2. CW Band 00
3. CW Band 01

3.4 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

3.4.1 Line Drivers/Line Receivers

All line drivers and line receivers shall incorporate SN75110 and SN75107A type devices respectively. The IFMR output shall be terminated on both ends with the termination network specified in Figure 4.
3.4.2 Interconnecting Transmission Lines

The IFMR/SC interface shall consist of a RCV line, a XMIT line, a RCV BUFF EMPTY line, and a MASTER CLR line as shown in figure 3. Only the RCV line shall be connected in the IFMR. All interconnection cables used for this interface shall utilize twisted pair. The characteristic impedance shall be $110 \pm 5\%$. A termination plug shall be provided which is a matched pair ($\pm 1\%$) of 56 ohm resistors for each signal and its return as shown in figure 4.

3.4.3 Interface Signal Definition

Figure 3 provides the interface signals between the IFM and the System Controller. Signals CW Band 00+ and CW Band 00- are the signal and the return respectively.

**CW DETECTION** - A logic signal generated by the IFMR upon detection of a CW signal.

**CW BAND (00-01)** - A two bit word generated by the IFMR which indicates which band has detected the CW signal. Only one CW signal may be detected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MSB</th>
<th>LSB</th>
<th>Frequency Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8-10 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10-12 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12-14 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14-16 GHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig 1 IFMR/SC INTERFACE
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Figure 4  IFMR Termination
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